ERNIE HAASE + SIGNATURE SOUND

REFERENCES

THEATRES
I have been promoting Ernie Haase and Signature Sound for the past 3 years. Ernie and the group always bring an energetic and exciting show and they appeal to a variety of demographic profiles from senior adults to children. I have no hesitation in recommending them!

LANDON BEENE, IMC CONCERTS

INTERNATIONAL
I have been working with Ernie Haase and Signature Sound now for four years, and they are getting stronger in the International market. In my own city of Belfast they are consistently pulling in much larger crowds than anyone else in Southern Gospel music, and their crowds are comparable to the biggest names in Contemporary Christian Music. And their audiences in Europe are YOUNG!
A strong brand with huge recognition. And a pleasure to work with.

T.K.ENTERTAINMENT, UK

FAIRS & CORPORATE
This is Joe Bonsall of The Oak Ridge Boys here and I would like to recommend another AMERICAN MUSIC group for your Fair or event. Our dear friends Ernie Haase and Signature Sound are not only a premiere cutting edge Gospel group but have proven to folks all around the world that they are one of the most exciting and vibrant acts in the music business.
As The OAKS have proven over the years...the EHSS repertoire of gospel, country and patriotic songs are the perfect fit for your audience and you can book them knowing that they will do the job for you with honor and with class.
I highly recommend Ernie Haase and Signature Sound....

JOE BONSAAL
GROUP MAKE-UP

Wayne Haun (keyboards)
David Griffith (bass guitar)
Zak Shumate (drums)
Kelly Vaughn (lead guitar)

Within the USA the band normally travel with full sound, lighting and backline as standard. We are also happy to fly dates and have production and backline provided for us.

Our tour bus base is Nashville, TN.

TOUR SUPPORT

We offer full marketing support in terms of
- Pre-recorded TV advertisements
- You-tube videos
- Ernie and Singers available for media interviews
- Poster and leaflet standard design
- Digital Press Pack
- Full Facebook and Twitter support

MANAGEMENT

Manager: Trevor King: Trevor@ErnieHaase.com
ERNEIE HAASE + SIGNATURE SOUND

GROUP BIOGRAPHY

BIO

Forget your normal Gospel Quartet. Ernie Haase & Signature Sound (EHSS) have broken the mold. Their unconventional approach to communicating the Good News with groundbreaking originality has blazed a trail that will go down in gospel music history. Across Europe they have been nicknamed the “Ambassadors of Joy” because of the message of hope and joy that permeates their performances.

The group’s founder and leader, Ernie Haase, was a long-time member of the famous Cathedral Quartet, headed by the late George Younce. Ernie’s roots are deeply planted in the rich legacy of music that is both meaningful and thoroughly entertaining. After the Cathedrals bade farewell to their five-decade run in the music industry, Ernie’s passion for gospel music led him to a new beginning.

In 2003, he gathered a group of like-minded men who shared his love for God, great harmonies, time-honored songs and energetic performances… and together they have become one of the most influential forces in southern gospel music. Inspired by their heroes, loved by their audiences and blessed by the Lord beyond their dreams, Ernie (tenor), Devin McGlamery (lead), Doug Anderson (baritone) and Ian Owens (bass) perform more than 100 shows yearly in North America and abroad. In 2012 they will have a major tour of Australia and New Zealand, as well as two visits to Europe and a first tour of India.

EHSS’ first DVD release (early 2007) soared to the top of Billboard Magazine’s Music Video Chart and simultaneously topped the Contemporary Christian Music Video Chart. That same DVD (Get Away Jordan) achieved Gold sales status, and the project’s accompanying audio release topped both the CCM and Southern Gospel Audio Charts simultaneously.

In 2008, Ernie Haase & Signature Sound won Gospel Music Association Dove Awards for Southern Gospel Recorded Song of the Year and Southern Gospel Album of the Year for “Get Away Jordan.” The “Jordan” album has also been certified Gold. In 2009, they won another Southern Gospel Recorded Song of the Year Dove Award for “Reason Enough” from their “Dream On” album.

Released in the fall of 2008, the “Dream On” DVD debuted at No. 1 on the Contemporary Christian Music Video Chart and at No. 3 on the Billboard Music Video Chart. “Dream On” was nominated for a 2010 Grammy in the category of “Best Southern, Country or Bluegrass Gospel Album.”

In 2010 they again debuted a DVD (A Tribute to the Cathedral Quartet) at No. 1 in the Billboard Music Video charts. No.2 and No.3 respectively were the Rolling Stones and The Beatles. Not bad musical company!

EHSS’ success continues with each new release, but perhaps their most rewarding achievement is the new generation of gospel music lovers emerging across the globe. The group’s contagious energy spreads through entertaining performances … bringing listeners around the world their refreshing approach to gospel classics and new material that is uniquely Signature Sound.
ERHIE HAASE + SIGNATURE SOUND

NOTABLE EVENTS

KEY PERFORMANCES

NASCAR Atlanta Motor Speedway, National Anthem 2010 & 2011
White House Prayer Breakfast 2006
Carnegie Hall
Grand Ole Oprey 2009 with Open Invitation to return
Billy Graham Crusade / Franklin Graham Crusade 2012

COUNTRIES VISITED

Australia Tour 2011 (headliners)
European Tours 2009, 2010 & 2011 (headliners)
Eastern European Tour 2011 (headliners)
South African Tour 2009, 2011 (headliners)
Israel (with Gaither Homecoming)

NOTABLE EVENTS

No. 1 DVD on Billboard Music Video chart Nov 2010
No. 3 DVD on Billboard Music Video chart Oct 2008 with Dream On
No. 1 DVD on Billboard Music Video chart Jan 2007 with Get Away Jordan
No. 1 Album on Billboard Contemporary Christian Chart Jan 2007 with Get Away Jordan
Sold out concert in Shetland Islands 2010 with 5% of the islands population at the concert